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Plasmoid is a key element of fast reconnection
process in laboratory, space and astrophysical
plasmas

I Plasmoid: A finite
two-dimensional (2D) region
of closed magnetic flux
bounded by a separatrix with
a single X-point.

I One of the earliest
astrophysical applications of
the semi-implicit scheme for
solving MHD equations is the
simulation of plasmoid
formation and ejection from a
solar corona arcade (right).

[Mikic, Barnes, and Schnack 1988]



Plasmoid is a key element of fast reconnection
process in laboratory, space and astrophysical
plasmas

I MHD simulations of plasmoid
formation in near-Earth
magnetotail have also been
used to explain the onset of
magnetospheric substorm.

[Kageyama et al. 1990]



Secondary isolated magnetic islands in
Sweet-Parker current sheet are generally called
plasmoids as well

I An island is bounded by a
separatrix with two X-points.

I Resistive tearing instability of
Sweet-Parker current sheet
can generate secondary
islands (often called as
“plasmoids”) [Jaggi 1963; Bulanov et

al. 1979; Lee and Fu 1986; Biskamp 1986; ......].
I Linear tearing plus SP width

scaling yields the “plasmoid
instability” scaling [Loureiro et al. 2007],
which alone may lead to fast
reconnection in absence of
Hall effects [Bhattacharjee et al. 2009].

I MHD simulations of
plasmoid formation in
Sweet-Parker sheet.

[Biskamp 1986]

[Huang and Bhattacharjee 2013]



Two kinds of plasmoids are different but may be
related

I Current sheet configurations are different
I Current sheet with finite normal B component has no

X-point/line.
I Sweet-Parker sheet has X-point/line.

I Dynamics are different
I Prior to formation of X-point/line, no reconnection is

involved.
I In Sweet-Parker sheet, reconnection is always present.

I Outflow region of Sweet-Parker sheet, normal B
component is finite.

I This work is strictly about plasmoid formation in current
sheet with finite normal B component.



Questions to address on the physics of plasmoid
formation process

I Can plasmoid spontaneously form without external
drivers?

I Drivers: in-flow (solar wind) or foot-point motion (corona).
I Can internal instabilities generate plasmoids?
I Mikic, Barnes, and Schnack [1988] demonstrated such a

possibility in solar corona arcade.

I Can plasmoid spontaneously form in realistic Lundquist
number regime?

I Many previous work were in low Lundquist number regime,
which would need to explain sources of localized
anomalous resistivity.

I Mikic, Barnes, and Schnack [1988] found an ideal MHD
instability leading to plasmoid formation in solar corona
arcade.

I This work is about a different ideal MHD instability leading
to the formation of plasmoid in high Lundquist number
regime in generalized Harris sheet (magnetotail).



We use a generalized Harris sheet configuration
with a minimum in Bz profile along x axis to model
the configuration in global simulations [Zhu et al. 2012]

I Generalized Harris sheet

B0(x , z) = ey ×∇Ψ(x , z),

Ψ(x , z) = −λ ln
cosh

[
F (x)

z
λ

]
F (x)

,

ln F (x) = −
∫

B0z(x ,0)dx/λ.

I Harris sheet: F (x) = 1.
I The region of minimum

Bz corresponds to an
embedded thin current
sheet in near-Earth
magnetotail.



Full set of resistive MHD equations are solved in
3D domain as an initial-boundary value problem
using NIMROD code [Sovinec et al. 2004]

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · (ρu) = 0 (1)

ρ

(
∂u
∂t

+ u · ∇u
)

= J× B−∇p − µ∇ · (ρ∇u) (2)

∂p
∂t

+ u · ∇p = −γp∇ · u (3)

∂B
∂t

= −∇× E (4)

E = −u× B + ηJ (5)
µ0J = ∇× B (6)

I Boundary conditions: Solid, no-slip walls in x , z; periodic in
y .



Generalized Harris sheet (Bz 6= 0 no X point) can
become unstable to linear axial tail instability
(ky = 0) [Zhu et al. 2012]

I Internal, not driven by boundary conditions.
I Located on closed field line, does not involve reconnection,

unlike tearing mode in 1D current sheet.
I No spatial structure along y -direction, not a ballooning

mode.
I Unstable when resistivity is above a threshold (S <∼ 103).



Nonlinear evolution of axial tail mode alone
(ky = 0) leads to formation of tailward moving
x-line and plasmoid in near-tail region



Axial tail instability alone may not be feasible in
higher S regime for plasmoid formation in
generalized Harris sheet

I Axial tail mode has been considered by many as “2D
resistive tearing mode” (e.g [Schindler, 1974; Galeev and Zelenyi, 1976; Birn et al. ,

1975; Birn, 1980; Janicke, 1980; Hesse and Birn 1994; Harrold et al. 1995; Sundaram and Fairfield 1997;

Sitnov et al. 2002]).
I Growth of axial tail instability alone may not be fast enough

if anomalous resistivity is not sufficiently large.

I In higher Lundquist number regime (S >∼ 104) when
anomalous resisitivity is not accessible, axial tail mode or
2D resistive tearing mode is stablilized by finite Bz (e.g [Harrold et

al. 1995]).



3D effects can significantly enhance growth of
(axial) tail instability through coupling to
ballooning instability in finite ky regime
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For a finite-ky , mode structure is characterized by
a mixture of characteristics from both axial tail
and ballooning instabilities in x − z plane

I Upper row: ky = 0 axial tail instability
I Lower row: ky = 2π/10RE coupled axial tail and ballooning

instability



The enhanced growth at finite ky range is more
relevant in higher Lundquist (S & 104) regime
when 2D axial (tearing) mode (ky = 0) is stable
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Case 1: nonlinearly the higher ky ballooning
instability can drive growth of lower ky (including
zero-ky axial tail) modes even when they are
linearly stable
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Nonlinear evolution of ballooning instability can
induce tailward stretching of closed field lines in
equatorial plane



Tailward stretching of closed field line in
equatorial plane due to nonlinear ballooning leads
to further thinning of current sheet



Axial tail mode is nonlinearly driven unstable
which generates x-line and tailward moving
plasmoid (semi-island)



Axial tail mode is nonlinearly driven unstable
which generates x-line and tailward moving
plasmoid (semi-island)



Both x-line and plasmoid move tailward as
nonlinear ballooning continues to stretch field
lines in outer non-diffusive ideal region



Both x-line and plasmoid move tailward as
nonlinear ballooning continues to stretch field
lines in outer non-diffusive ideal region



As a consequence of reconnection induced by
nonlinear ballooning instability, tailward moving
dipolarization fronts develop



As a consequence of reconnection induced by
nonlinear ballooning instability, tailward moving
dipolarization fronts develop



After the primary plasmoid reaches middle tail
region and begins dipolarization, a second x-line
and plasmoid starts to form in near-tail region



After the primary plasmoid reaches middle tail
region and begins dipolarization, a second x-line
and plasmoid starts to form in near-tail region



Ballooning fingers in equatorial plane extend
tailward along with tailward moving plasmoids in
meridian plane



Stagnation points in tailward flow are in general
not the same locations as the magnetic x-points or
o-points in reconnection



Stagnation points in tailward flow are in general
not the same locations as the magnetic x-points or
o-points in reconnection



Stagnation points in tailward flow are in general
not the same locations as the magnetic x-points or
o-points in reconnection



Case 2: for monochromatic initial perturbation,
nonlinear interaction between ky = 0.2π and ky = 0
components can be more clearly demonstrated



Ballooning fingers in equatorial plane extend
tailward and stretch field lines at finger fronts



1st stage: plasmoids first form at tailward
extending ballooning finger fronts



2nd stage: first set of plasmoids grow in size,
while second set of plasmoids start to form in
equilibrium Bz minimum location



2nd stage: first set of plasmoids grow in size,
while second set of plasmoids start to form in
equilibrium Bz minimum location (continued)



3rd stage: previous two plasmoids shrink in size
or disappear, a third plasmoid starts to form in the
wake of ballooning finger fronts



3rd stage: previous two plasmoids shrink in size
or disappear, a third plasmoid starts to form in the
wake of ballooning finger fronts (continued)



Plasmoid structures are different on field lines
crossing different y locations in z = 0 plane

I 2nd stage
t = 200.

I Upper: finger
position (δp > 0)
y = −90.

I Lower: bubble
position (δp < 0)
y = −95.



Plasmoid structures are different on field lines
crossing different y locations in z = 0 plane

I 3rd stage
t = 260.

I Upper: finger
position (δp > 0)
y = −90.

I Lower: bubble
position (δp < 0)
y = −95.



Case 3: interaction with higher ky harmonic
accelerates plasmoid formation process



Ballooning fingers in equatorial plane show both
primary lower (ky = 0.2π) and secondary higher
(ky = 0.4π) harmonic structures



Stage 1: first set of plasmoids form near
ballooning finger fronts



Stage 2: second set of plasmoids form in the
minimum equilibrium Bz location



Stage 3: third set of plasmoids form in the wake of
ballooning finger fronts



Structures of plasmoids located on primary and
secondary harmonic fronts are different

I 3rd stage
t = 210.

I Upper: primary
finger position
(ky = 0.2π)
y = −90.

I Lower:
secondary finger
position
(ky = 0.4π)
y = −95.



Summary: Plasmoid can spontaneously form in
current sheet with finite normal B component in
both low and high Lundquist number regimes
through internal MHD instabilities

I In lower-S (“anomalous resistive”) regime, nonlinear axial
tail instability (2D resistive tearing mode) alone can
generate plasmoids.

I In higher-S regime where linear 2D resistive tearing mode
is stable, nonlinear ballooning instability can induce the
formation of plasmoids in current sheet without preexisting
X-line.

I The plasmoid formation in solar corona arcade and in
near-Earth magnetotail may share a common scheme with
different specific mechanisms.


